
    MID TEENAGE YEARS 

 VERY EARLY ADULT YEARS    LATE TEENAGE YEARS 

           Struggled with personal   

         faith held since childhood.           
 

      Period of self-medication  

    through drugs. 
     
Realisation that mental health 

had desperately suffered as 

   a result of leaving intimate 

     relationship. 
 

        Return to and restarting of   

           intimate relationship. 
 

             Self-medication stopped   

               and re-assessment of life.  

Increased tendency to  spend less 

time with any one person or 

group (family included) in order 

to reduce chances of detection of 

my mental illness by others. 

 

Increase in tendency to buck the 

accepted norms. 
 

Increased tendency towards 

rebellion against recognised 

authority figures plus reckless 

behaviour. 
 

Increased sense of impending 

doom if my mental illness was 

detected by any one. 

Greater awareness of the  

possibility of my having a 

Mental Illness. 

 

Further increase in 

feelings of not ‘fitting 

in.’ 

 

Further increase in 

tendency to isolate. 

 

 Realisation/Fear that my 

Mental Illness could easily 

result in my being removed 

from my family home which 

resulted in a tendency to detach 

myself from my family a little. 

EARLY TEENAGE YEARS 

    Formulation of my     

   understanding of  

  possibility of my having  

  a mental illness. 

 

Increased tendency to 

isolate or at least 

spend less time with 

any one person or group 

(family included) in order 

to reduce chances of 

detection of my mental 

illness by others. 

LATE CHILDHOOD YEARS 

 Differences in thought 

processing plus the 

presence of what (seemed 

external) but obviously 

internal dialogues 

caused feelings of not 

‘fitting in’. 

This caused a tendency 

to isolate or to ‘role play’ 

or explore different 

characteristics in order to 

gain acceptance.   

(Practical joker role in 

particular achieved this.) 

MID CHILDHOOD YEARS 

Specific memories of situations  

where siblings or peers would 

react (often negatively) to 

things I said or even spoke 

about. 

 

Realisation that I 

experienced  different 

thoughts and heard & 

perceived things differently. 

   

Conscious decision to try not to 

do or say anything to draw 

attention to this. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD YEARS 

 

Problems with my memory 

means that I have no real 

recollection of these years other 

than one or two specific events.   

 

Consequently I cannot be sure 

when my mental illness actually 

started.   

 

This is something which has 

always really frustrated me. 

        Increased desire to maintain  

      as ‘normal’ a life as 

    possible despite my mental 

  illness whilst still needing 

to hide the presence of 

 my mental illness. 
 

Need to control my  

environments, social groups      

    and affiliations in order to 

      maintain image of  my 

        ‘normality’. 
        

           Education stopped and      

            job found in order do this. 

   EARLY ADULT YEARS 

           Personal struggle over  

         whether to allow myself to    

       form intimate relationships. 
   
   Decided to allow myself to  

form intimate relationship. 

Fell in love. 
 

  Greater struggle over the  

   wisdom of having an intimate  

      relationship coupled with  

        increased difficulty hiding  

          Mental Illness caused me   

           to run away and become    

              street homeless.  
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    MID EARLY ADULT YEARS 

   ADULT YEARS    ADULT  YEARS 

           The strain on my marriage plus the effects  

         and demands of my Mental Illnesses had   

      obviously proven too great and despite having  

     moved to Ireland in the hope of new start my  

  marriage broke down and ended. 
 

 Our son decided that he would remain with me 

  in order to help me where he was able. 
 

   The need for me to now look after my son (who  

      was still at school at the time) was an important 

          factor in my renewed efforts to fight for  

            better mental and physical health.   Fresh   

               referrals to the Mental Health Team was     

                followed new diagnoses & treatment, 

the 1985-1987 period simply grew 

and grew.  This resulted in 

increased levels of stress and a 

need to shuffle monies around 

often borrowing sums to pay off 

other debts. 

 

All this then resulted in a sudden 

and complete mental and 

physical breakdown towards the 

end of 1999. 

 

At this point I placed on long-

term disability , ceased work and 

was referred to the Mental 

Health Team. 

Death of biological father. 

 

Unbearable levels of 

stress as a result of still 

trying to hide mental 

illnesses, maintain job 

and deal with the fall 

out of previous 

difficulties and actions. 

 

  Right from my teenage 

years and especially through 

the years of self-medication 

through drugs I had been 

accumulating debts which (since 

I was not addressing them until 

they caught up with me during  

MID EARLY ADULT YEARS 

 Increased difficulty in 

hiding mental health. 
 

 Dreaded fall-out from 

previous difficulties 

and behaviour caught 

up with me. 
 

End of full-time 

ministry and important 

relationships.  Move to 

previous home area/new 

job. 
 

Death of father –in-law. 

MID EARLY ADULT YEARS 

 Moved area to take up new 

Ministry and in the hope of 

further distancing myself 

from the fall-out of past 

life. 

 

Birth of our Son. 

 

 Increased conflicts over 

the hiding of my mental 

illness. 

 

Undertook greater 

workload in order to hide.  

MID EARLY ADULT YEARS 

Got Married 
 

Increased threat of the fall-

out of previous difficulties 

and actions catching up 

 with me. 
 

Married life meant 

greater risk of detection of 

and thus greater need to 

hide Mental Illness. 

 

Further intimate relationships. 

Greater need to hide past. 

MID EARLY ADULT YEARS 

Renewal of personal faith. 
 

New employment sought and 

found within Christian ministry. 
 

Needed to avoid the fall-out 

from previous difficulties and 

actions and tried to maintain 

some semblance of normal 

life.  So avoided it through work . 
 

Continued struggles with 

fairness of maintaining       

intimate relationship. 

       Initial diagnoses discussed    

    included: Severe Depression,   

  Manic Depression, PTSD,  

Schizophrenia, MPD. 

     

My Mental Illnesses now    

being well and truly out  

in the open a long and 

protracted period of  

recovery and rebuilding  

  began.  But this was hindered 

    by my total lack of hope and   

       the presence of remaining  

         historic pressures. 

ADULT YEARS 

           My Personal Mental and  

         Physical Health was still 

       very bad and additional to  

    this my son’s mental health    

  became effected by my health 

the strain on our marriage 

and his being bullied at 

 school. 

             

     The decision to move to 

       Ireland was made in order to  

         afford us a new start and  

           new hope as a family. 
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